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U.S. stocks closed lower Friday with the S&P
500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average
turning red for the year as doubts about
whether equities can count on support from
corporate earnings emerged in the wake of
disappointing results from a handful of
megacap companies.
After falling more than 500 points earlier, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA trimmed
losses to drop 296.24 points, or 1.2%, to
24,688.31. The S&P 500 SPX fell 46.88 points,
or 1.7%, to 2,658.69. The Nasdaq Composite
Index NQZ8 retreated 151.12 points, or 2.1%,
to 7,167.21.
For the week, the Dow is off 3%, the S&P 500
3.9% and the Nasdaq is down 3.8% while for
the month of October so far, the S&P has lost
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8.8%, the Dow is down 6.7%, and the Nasdaq
has shed 11%. Friday?s downdraft also pulled
the S&P 500 and the blue-chip index into the
red for 2018. The Nasdaq is still up 3.8%
year-to-date although the tech-heavy
benchmark entered correction territory on
Wednesday, when it closed more than 10%
below its recent highs.

Special M ar k et Com m en t ar y:
Wh at ?s Goin g On ?
Many of our clients recently have been
wondering as did Marvin Gaye back in the
early 1970s, What?s going on?
In August, the U.S. stock market was crowned
the longest-running bull market in history (by
some measures) as it marked its 3,453rd day.
However, since that momentous event we
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have entered into a period of declines in most
sectors of the market and seen a number of
days with 500 point swings in the Dow Jones
30 and the S&P 500.
As investors contemplate the meaning of the
new record? and the subsequent October
pullback? a few key contextual points are
important to consider. It is important to
consider the length of the bull market within
the context of a long-term investment horizon.
If you?re investing with a 15- or 20-year
horizon, a 3,453-day old bull market doesn?t
necessarily mean you should change your
investment strategy. And lastly, every bull
market is different, driven and affected by
varying factors.
At Park 10 Financial, we believe that there are
more important reasons to assess the
investment landscape than a somewhat
arbitrary bull market milestone. In our view,
economic strength and macroeconomic
conditions, corporate earnings, trade wars,
deregulatory trends, tax policy, and contagion
in emerging markets are some factors worth
assessing. As it turns out, these were among
the factors which have made October one of
the most volatile months for stocks this year:
Ongoing trade worries, geopolitical tensions,
and rising interest rates have been counted as
key drivers of the sharp declines posted in the
early fourth quarter. Here we?ll summarize
major developments in these areas during the
third quarter, laying the foundation for a
better understanding of the forces that are
likely to continue impacting markets in the
fourth quarter.

Tr ade w ar escalat es
The trade war between the U.S. and China
certainly did not cool during the third quarter.
President Trump announced tariffs on an
additional $200 billion worth of Chinese
goods, many of them consumer products. The
tariffs went into effect on September 24th at
10% and are scheduled to climb to 25% on
January 1st. China promptly retaliated by
announcing tariffs on $60 billion of U.S.
products, including farm goods, machinery
and chemicals, with levies ranging from 5% to
10%. In response, President Trump threatened
he would consider slapping tariffs on virtually
all Chinese goods imported to the U.S. if
Beijing were to take action against U.S.
farmers and workers.
The consequences are mounting. The Federal
Reserve reported tariffs contribute to rising
input costs, mainly for manufacturers, and
noted that uncertainty about trade tensions is
prompting some businesses to scale back or
postpone capital investment. Additionally, The
Wall Street Journal reported California farmers
are struggling with heavy retaliatory tariffs
imposed by China as well as other big export
markets, including the European Union,
Canada and Mexico. As a last example,
Chinese tech mogul Jack Ma, executive

Information included above as well as individual companies and/or securities mentioned should not be construed as investment advice,
recommendation to buy or sell or an indication of trading intent on behalf of anyone associated with Park 10 Financial, LLC. Information
contained in this newsletter is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.
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chairman of e-commerce giant Alibaba, has
walked back his pledge to create one million
jobs in the U.S., blaming trade tensions.
Despite President Trump?s ?America first?
policies, the U.S. trade deficit expanded for the
second consecutive month in July. The latest
data showed the deficit at $50.1 billion, a
five-month high. In particular, the deficit with
China grew to $36.8 billion, a record high.

U.S. econ om y r em ain s on it s st r on gest
f oot in g in year s
U.S. stocks advanced in the third quarter as
economic and corporate fundamentals
remained largely healthy. GDP growth for the
second quarter was revised upward to a 4.2%
annual rate from an initial estimate of 4.1%,
powered by strong consumer and government
spending and firm business investment. Hiring
also heated up in August as U.S. non-farm
payrolls expanded by 201,000, marking the
record 95th consecutive month of job growth.
And at long last, wages showed upward
momentum: Average hourly earnings grew
2.9% year-over-year, the best rate since 2009.
Consumer confidence also increased in
August, reaching its highest level since
October 2000. Such historically high
confidence levels are expected to continue to

support strong near-term consumer spending.
Corporate earnings remain robust, as 80% of
the companies in the S&P 500 Index reported
second-quarter earnings per share (EPS) that
beat estimates. Even more impressively, these
EPS estimates were not lowered coming into
the earnings season: Analyst expectations had
increased in anticipation of good news, and
companies were still able to beat them. In all,
U.S. stocks advanced during the quarter.
As the economy looked strong by most
measures, the Federal Reserve raised its
benchmark interest rate at its September
meeting, as widely expected. The Federal
Open Market Committee voted to lift the
target range for the federal funds rate by 25
basis points (a quarter of one percent) to
between 2% and 2.25% and continued to
project one more hike before year-end and
three in 2019.
Keepin g an eye on der egu lat or y t r en ds
As the U.S. midterm elections draw closer,
polls indicate that Republicans are poised to
lose their majority in the House of
Representatives. In the Senate, Republicans
are likely to retain their slim majority but are
expected to face competitive races for several
seats. As such, it seems unlikely that much
legislation will move forward between 2019
and 2020. Continued deregulatory efforts are
now more likely to come from more
conservative-leaning courts or through
Presidential executive orders.
Eu r ozon e econ om ic gr ow t h st alls w h ile
Japan bou n ces back
Overseas, stocks in developed international
markets generally posted small gains in the
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third quarter. Economic growth accelerated in
the U.K. in July, though the country continues
to battle concerns over Britain?s withdrawal
from the European Union. In late September,
E.U. leaders firmly rejected Prime Minister
Theresa May?s proposal for how to maintain
economic relations with the E.U. post-Brexit,
intensifying the pressure as Britain plans to
leave the bloc on March 29, 2019. Meanwhile,
companies such as Panasonic, MUFG and
Nomura Holdings have decided to move their
European headquarters out of London amid
uncertainty surrounding Brexit.

favorable trade environment.

In Japan, the economy returned to solid
growth in the second quarter, expanding at an
annualized pace of 1.9%, bolstered by
improvements in private consumption. This
follows a 0.9% contraction in the first quarter,
which ended a long stretch of growth. As
inflation remains well below the Bank of
Japan?s 2% target, the central bank has largely
maintained its massive monetary stimulus.
Em er gin g m ar k et s f eel on goin g st r ain s

At Park 10 Financial, our advice remains
consistent, regardless of new bull market
records or short-term sell-offs. We will take a
three-prong approach to the markets by
including growth, value and momentum
factors in our selection of securities and will
also exit the market when our indicators give
us the signal to do so and subsequently
re=enter as the signals are given. This volatility
will eventually calm down as it did back in
February on this year.

Stocks in emerging markets faced continued
headwinds in the third quarter as concerns
about contagion were driven by worries about
higher debt burdens, slower growth and a less

If you have any questions concerning our
strategy, please contact me 713-955-3555 or via
email at randall@park10financial.com

We have seen multiple emerging equity, bond
and currency markets struggling so far this
year, partially due to a strong U.S. dollar,
which is helped by a positive outlook for the
U.S. economy and broad expectations that the
Fed will continue to hike rates this year. Plus,
many emerging countries have large debts
based in U.S. dollars ? so repayment
becomes more difficult as the dollar
strengthens.
St ayin g Focu sed
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THE WEEK AHEAD

RETIRING THE 4% RULE
A portfolio created with your long-term objectives in mind is crucial as you
pursue your dream retirement. Click to learn more.
-Randall Fielder
(713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)

